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• Scientists are people of 
very dissimilar tempera-
ments doing different 
things in very different 

. -ways. Among scientists 
are collectors, c/,assi.fiers 
and compulsive tidiers-up: 
many are detectives by 
temperament and ma,ny are 
explorers; some are anists 
and others anisans. There 
are poet-scientists and phi-
losopher-scientists and 
even a few mystics. " 
--Peter B. Medawar, Tlw An of tlw 
Soluble. London: Mcdwen, 1967, p. 132 

The nature of ·scientific research 
Is There a Scientific Method? 

T hroughout the history of science. some philosophers and scientists 
have sought to describe a single systematic method that can be 
used to generate scientific knowledge. For instanee, one school of 
thought, dating back at least to Francis Bacon ilrthe sevenreenth 

century, points to obserwrions as the fundamental source of scientific knowl-
edge. According to this view, scientists nmst cleanse their minds of precoacep-
tions. sitting down before naru.re '"as a little child, w as the ninetecndl-<eDlUl'Y 
biologist ThomasH. Huxley described it. By gathering facts without prejudice, 
a scientist will eventually arrive at the com:ct theory. 
Some scientists may believe in such a pic:tUrC of themselves and their woric. 

but carrying this approach into practice is impossible. Nature is too amoq,hous 
and dive:se for human beings to observe without having some ideas about what 
they are observing. Scientific understindiDg is made posst"ble through the 
intrrplay of mental a,nsaucts and sensory imp'essions. · Scientists may be able 
to suspend some prior theoretical or tbcmalic prec:ona:prinos to view nature 
from a I1C'k pcupcaive. but they c:annot view the physical wmd without any 
pe:rspec:tive. 

Other formulations of the '"sciem:ific memocr have been proposed over the 
years. but many scientists regard such blanb:t descriptions of what they do with 
suspicion. Perhaps from a disr3nce science can be oapmzed into a a>bc:n:nt 
framcwort:. but in practice research is as varied as the aappoaches of individual 
resc::arche:s. Some scientists postulate many hypodtcses and sysrcmaricaDy set 
about trying to weed out the weaker ones. Others descn"be their wade as a,sking 
questions of namre: '"What would happeq if ••• ? Why is it that •.• r Same 
re:searche:s gather a great deal of data with only vague ideas about the problem 
tbey might be trying to solve. Others develop a specific bypocbcsis or C10Djec-
ture that they then try to verify or refute with carcfully suuctured observations. 
R.albcr drm following a single sciemific method. scientisu use a body of 

methods particular to their wodc. Some of~ medJods m. peumne:m 
features of the scientific community; others evolve over time or vary from 
discipliDc to discipline. In a broad sense, these medJods include all of the tech- . 
mques and principles that scientists apply in their work and in their dealings . 
with ocher scie;nrisu Thus, they encompass not only the informaiioa scir:ntisu 
possess about tbe empirical world but the knowledge scientists baYe about how 
to acquire such information. 

The Treatment of Data 

One goal of methods is to coax the facts, untainted by human bias, from a sci-
em:ific investigation. In 1ctr0Spect, this may seem a straightforwald process. a 
simple application of accepced scientific practices to a specific problem. But at 
the forefronts of research, neither the problem nor the memods used to solve it 
are usually well-defined Instead, experimenlal techmquca are pushed to the 
limit, the signal is difficult to separate from the noise, and unknown soun:es of 
error aboUnd. In such an uncertain and fluid sinwion. picking out .eliable data 
prillls from a mass of confusing and sometimes a,mradic:tory observaiions can 
be ememely difficult; 
One well-known example of this difficulty involves the physicist Robert Mil-

lican, who won the Nobel Prize in 1923 for his worlc on the charge of the 
electron. In the 1910s,just as most physicists were coming to accept the 
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Pages from Ro!Hrt M"ulikan 's 
laboraJory no"books for March JS, 
1912, show du tiara he gathered for 
two oil drops, along with Ids rough 
cakuhtio,u for du uncorr,:cted • 
charge of the ekctron. 

Below: Diagram from a 1913 
paper showing Mulikan's a-
puimnrlal apparatus. The oil drops 
wen generakd by an atomiur (A), 
and their modons wen observed 
between the horizPnkll platu of a 
charged condenser (Mand N). 

·, 
existence of the elec:tton, Millikan carried on a procracred and sometimes 
heated dispute with the Viamese physicist Felix Ehrenbaft over the magnitude . 
of tbe smallest elearic:al charge found in nature. Bodi men based their findings . 
on tbe movements of tiny charged objeas--oil drops, in Millikan's 
elearic. fields. Ehrenbafl: used all die observatiom he made without much dis-
aimination aod evemually amcluded that the:e was DO lower limit to the siz.e 
of ID elearic:al charge that could exist in nature. Millilam used only what be 
regarded as his "best" dala sea to establish tbe magnitude of the charge and 
argue against die existence ofEhrenhaft's -subelearoas." In ocher words, 
Millikan applied mctbods of dala seleaion to his observar:ioas that enabled him 
to demonstrate tbe unitary charge of the elearon. 
MiI1ilcm bas been aiticmd fur not disclosing which dala he omiuod or why 

he omitted those dala. But an eurninarion of his notebooks reveals that 
Millikan felt he knew just bow far he could aust his raw data. He often jotted 
down in his nocebooks what be thought were good reasons for excluding dala. 
However, he glossed over these exclusions in some of his published papers, and 
by praent standards this is not acceptable. Scienrisrs must be willing to ac-
knowledge the limitations on their dala if they are not to mislead others about 
the dam's reliability. 
General rules for distinguishing a priori -gooc1• data from -bad" cannot be 

formulated with much clarity. Nevertheless, good scientists have methods that 
they can apply in judgiq the reliability of dala, and learning these methods is 
one of the goals of a scienrific: apprenticeship. These methods may be unique to 
a given situation, depending on how and why a set of observations is bein& 
made. Nevertheless, they impose consa-aims on how those observations can be 
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Anton van Leeuwenhoek 
disco•end microorganisms "ail 
alive in a drop of waur" using a 
micro1cope SU&h as the one shown 
hen. The screws wen used to posi• 
tion the sample in front of the lens, 
whu:h consisUd of a glass bead eh• 
cased in the melJll plaJe. 

inteipreted. A researcher is not free to select onJy the data that fit his or her 
prior expectations. If cenain data are excluded, a researcher must have justifi-
able reasons for doing so. 

The Relation Between Hypotheses and Observations 

AaemptS to isolate the facts and nothing but the facts in scientific research can 
raise philosophical as well as mcmodological problems. One prominent 
difficulty involves the line of demarearion between hypodleses and observa-
tions. For years philosophezs have aied to constrUd purely observational 
languages free of the<Rtical consauas. but they have never been completely 
successful. Even a simple description such as "The temperature in this room is 
25 degrees centigradew contains a hOSt of theoretical underpinnings. The ther-
mometer used to measure the temperature is a complex device subject to its 
own systematic and random errom"'And the quantity being measured is not 
some fundamental attribute of nature but depe::ds in a complex way on the 
movements and interactions of gas particles, which are descnoed in tennS of 
the kinetic theory of gases, quantum mechanics, and so on. 
lbe terms used in science also conmllute to the interpenettation of hypotheses 

and observations. For example, Anton van Leeuwenhoek, the seventeenth-
c:emury Dutch miaoscopist, prided humelf in descnbing what he saw through 
bis lenses without any tbeon:acal spcculation. However. his desaiptions were 
anything but theory-neuttal. When he examined the water standing in the 
gutter owside bis window, some of the miaoscopic creamre:s he saw were 
probably Eugiena. Today we know that these single-celled organisms CODl3in 
cblorophyll and are more closely telami to planrs than animals. But because 
the aeamres moved, van I.Aeuwenhoek called them .. animalcules, w not 
'"plantic:ules. w 

Terms such as .. ez,,:rgy,w .. gross national product, w .. pion, w .. black hole, w .. in-
telligence quotient, w and .. gencw are clearly dmved from particular theories and 
obtain much of their meaning from their ~!es in these theories. But such theo-
retical termS can take on a life of their own and be gradually traDSformed into 
more observational u:nns. Similarly, as termS become umnocxed from their 
original theories, the potential to misuse or misunderst1md them mc:reases. 
The Risk of Self-Deception 

A warem:ss of the inroads that theory can make into observations serves as 
a valuable reminder of the COIISWll danger of self-deception in science. Psy-
chologists have shown that people have a tendency to see what they expect to 
see and fail to notice what they believe should not be there. For inswlce, 
during the early part of the twentieth cemwy one of the most anient debates in 
astron<>my concerned the namre of what were then known as spiral nebulae--
diffuse pinwheels of light that powerful telescopes revealed to be quite com-
mon in the night sky. Some asaonomers thought that these nebulae were spiral 
galaxies like the Milley Way ll such great distances that individual sws could 
not be distinguished. Others believed that they were clouds of gas within our 
own galaxy. 

One astronomer in the I~ group, Adriun van Maanen of the Mount Wilson. 
Observatory, sought to resolve the issue by comparing photographs of the 
nebulae taken several years apart. After making a series of painswdng 
measurements, van Maanen announced that he had found roughly consistent 
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unwinding motions in the nebulae- Toe detection of such motions indicated 
that the spirals bad to be within the Milley Way, since motions would be 
impossible to deteet in distant objects. . 
Van Maanen's reputation caused many astronomers to accept a galactic 

location for the nebulae. A few years later, however, van Maanen's colleague 
Edwin Hubble, using the new 100-inch telescope at Mount Wilson. conclu-
sively demonsuatcd that the nebulae were in fact distant galaxies; van 
Maanen's observations bad to be wrong. Studies cifhis procedun:s have not 
revealed any intentional mmcpresentation or soured of systematic em>r. 
Radler, he was working at the limits of obserVational accuncy, and he saw 
what he expecrcd to sec. 
Self-deception can l3la: more subtle forms. For example, a researcher may 

stop a data nm too early because the observations conform to expectations, 
whereas a longer nm might tum up unexpected ruscrepancies. Insufficient 
repetitions of an experiment are a q,mmon cause of invalid conclusions, as are ... 
poorly conuolled experimems. 

Methods and Their Limitations 

Over the years, scientists have developed a vast array of methods that are 
designed to minimize the kinds of problem; discussed above. At the most 
familiar level, these med1ods include techniques such as double-blind trials, 
randomization of ..xpcim:mal subjects, and the proper usc of conaols, which 
are all aimed at reducing individual subjectivity. Methods also include the USC 

of tools in scientific work. both the mechanical tools used to make observations 
• and the intellcctUal tools used to manipulate abstract concepcs. 

Toe =m "methodsR can be inrapreu,d more broadly. Memods include the 
jndgmerns scientists make about the interpretation or reliability of data. They 
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"A large number of incor-
rect conclusions are drawn 
because the possibility of 
chance occurrences is not 

· fully considered. This 
usU41ly arises through lack 
of proper conuols and in-
sufficient repetitions. There 
is the story of the research 
worker in nutrition who 
had published a rather 
surprising conclusion con-
cerning rats. A visitor 
asked him if he could see 
more of the evidence. The 
researcher replied. 'Sure, 
there's the rat.' " 
-c. Brighl Wilson. Jr ~An fntTOdut:rion 
to Scientific &fftJl'Ch. New York: 
McGQw-Hill. 1952. p. 34 

also include the decisions scientists make about which problems to pursue or 
when to conclude an investigation. Methods involve the ways scientists work 
with each other and exchange information. Taken together. these methods 
constirute the craft of science, and _. person's individual application of these 
methods helps derermine that person•s scientific style. 

Some methods. such as those governing the design of experimentS or the 
swistical treatment of data, can be written down and studied. (The bibliogra-
phy includes several books OD experimental design.) But many methods are 
learned only through personal experience and interaerlons with other scientists. 
Some are even harder to describe or u:ach. Many of the intangible influences 
OD scientific discovery-curiosity, intuition, aeativity-W'gdY defy rational 
analysis, yet theY are among the rools that scientists bring to their work. 

Although methods are an integral part of science. most of them are llO( the 
product of scientific investigation. They have been developed and their use is 
required in science becauSe theY have been shown to advanCe scientific 
knowledge. However, even if perfectly applied, methods cannot guarantee the 
accuracy of scientific results. Experimental design is often as much an art as a 
science; tools can introduce enors; and judgments about data ineviiably rest on 
incomplete information. 

The fallibility of methods means that thee is no cookbook approach to doing 
science, no formula that can be applied or machine that can be built to generate 
scientific knowledge. But scienCe \11'0Uld DOt be so much nm if theze were. The 
skillful application of methods to a challenging problem is one of the gteat 
pleasures of science- The laws of namre are not apparent in our everyday sur-
rouJl'linl',"I, waiting to be plucked like fJUit from a tree. They are bidden and 
unyielding. and the difficulties of grasping them add greatly to the satisfaction 
of success. ,. 

Values in Science 

When med1ods are defined as all of the tedmiques and principles that scientists 
apply in their work. it is easier to see how they can be influenced by human 
values. As with hypotheses. human values cannot be eliminated from science, 
and they can subtly influence scientific investigations. 

The influence of values is especially apparent during the formulation or judg-
JDCDt of hypomcses. At any given time, several competing hypotheses may 
explain the available faas equally well, and each may suggest an altemare 
route for further research. How should one select among them? 

ScieDrists and philosophers have proposed several crileria by which promising 
scientific hypodleses can be distinguished from less fruitful ones. Hypotheses 
should be internally consistent. so that they do not generate contradictory con-
clusions. Their ability to provide accurate predictions, sometimes in areas far 
removed from the original domain of the hypochesis. is viewed with great 
favor. With disciplines in which prediction is less sttaightfornrd. such as 
geology or astronomy, good hypothese:S should be able to unify disparale obser-
vations. Also highly pri%.ed are simplicity and its lD)le refined cousin. ele-

P.I=-The above values relate to the epistemological. or knowledge-based. criteria 
applied to hypotheseS. But values of a different kind can also come into play in 
science. Historians, sociologists. and other srudents of science have shown that 
social and personal values unrelated to epistemological criteria-including 
philosophical. religious. cultural, political. and economic values-an shape 
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Pakoanthropology, with its scarce 
fossil data and emotionally charged 
subject marter, has often been in-
fluenced by soci,aJ and penonaJ 
values as well as by epistemological 
criurill. 

scientific judgment in fundamental ways. For instance, in the nineteenth 
century the geologist Owles Lyell championed the concept ofuniformitarian-
ism in geology, arguing that incremental changes operating over long periods 
of time have produced the Eanh 's geological feacures., not large-scale carastro-
phes. However, Lyell's preference for this still important idea may have de-
pended as much on bis religious convictions as on his geological observations. 
He favored the notion of a God who is an unmoved mover and does not 
intcrVene in His acation. Such a God, thought Lyell, would produce a world 
where the same causes and effeas keep cycling eternally, producing a uniform 
geological history. 

The obvious question is whether holding such values can harm a person's 
science. In many cases the answer has to-be ye$. The history of science offers 
many episodes in which social or personal values led to the promulgation of 
wrong-headed ideas. For instance, past investigar~ produced Mscientific" 
evidence for overtly racist views, evidence :hat we now know to be wholly er-
roneous. Yet at the time the evidence was widely accepted and conaibuted to 
repressive social policies. 

Attitudes regarding the sexes also can lead to flaws in scientific judgments. 
For instance, some investigators who have sought to document the existence or 
absence of a relationship between gender and scientific abilities have allowed 
personal biases to distort the design of their Studies or the interpretation of their 
findings. Such biases can contribute 10 institutional policies that have caused 
females and minorities to be underrepresented in science, with a consequent 
loss of scientific talent and diversity. 

ConflictS of interest caused by financial considerations are yet another source 
of values that can hann science. With the rapid dectea.SC in time between fun-
damental discovery and commercial application, private industry is subsidizing 
a considerable amount of cuning-edge research. This commercial involvement 
may bring researchers into conflict with industrial managers-for instance, 
over the publication of discoveries-,r it may bias investigations in the 
direction of personal gain. 

The above examples are valuable reminders of the danger of lening values 
intrude into research. 8ut it does not follow that social and personal values 
necessarily hann science. The desire to do accurate work is a sociai value. So 
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A theory of conti11entai drift was 
proposed early in the t,4•entieth cen-
tury, yet most earth scientists re-
jected the idea until the 1960s, 
when new evidence concemu,g the 
magnetizlllion of seafloor basalts 
became available. 

is the belief that knowledge will ultimately benefit rather than hann human-
kind. One simply must acknowledge that values do conaibute 10 the motiva-
tions and conceptual outlook of scientists. The danger comes when scientists 
allow values to introduce biases into their work that distort the results of 

scientific inves1i2ations. 
The social mechanisms of science discussed later act 10 minimize the distort-

ing influences of social and personal values. But individual scientists can avoid 
pitfalls by trying 10 identify their own values and the effects those values have 
on their science. One of the best ways to do this is by studying the history, 
philosophy, and sociology of science. Human values change very slowly, and 
the lessons of the past remain of great relevance today. 

Judging Hypotheses 

Values emerge into particularly sharp relief when a long-.!Stablished theory 
comes into conflict with new observations. · Individual responses to such 
situations range between two extremeS. At one end of the· spectrum is the 
notion that a theory must be rejected or extensively modified as soon as one of 
its predictions is not borne out by an experiment. However. history is full of 
examples in which this would have been premature beouse not enough was 
known to make an accurate prediction. A classic e:wnple involves Oiarles 
Darwin's defense of the theory of evolution. After l)ar\l,in presented his theory, 
physicists argued that the age of the Earth-<hen calculated to be between 24 
million and 100 million years based on the loss of the heat generated by the 
Earth 0 s fonna1ion--<:ould not possibly be long enough for Darwinian evolution 
10 have occurred. Doggedly, although admiaedly rather miserably. Darwin 
hung on. Only after his death was he vindicated. When physicists discovered 
radioactivity and realized that natural radioactive heatin~ must be included in 
the: Earth· s heat budget. there proved 10 be plenty of ti~ tor natural selection 
to have produced today"s species. 

On the other hand. history also contains many examplc:s of scientists who held 
on to an outdated theory after it had been discredited. Human beings have a 
strong tendency to cling 10 long-established ide:is e,·en in the face of consider-
able opposing evidence. A trend in the data can always be resisted by citing 
un.:ertainties in the observations or by supposing that uru.nown factors are at 
work. 

Hanging on for a while 10 a favorite but embaul.:d iJc:a is often a necessity 
during the initial stag.:s of research. But scientists must also learn to give way 
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in light of new and more insistent evidence. Knowing why an idea is so 
appealing. or why counterVailing evidence is so saongly resisted. can help a 
person devdop this fine sense of discrimination. 

Peer Recognition and Priority of Discovery 

Human values are also an integral pan of the forces that motivate scientists. 
These fOR:CS are numerous and psychologically complex. They include 
curiosity about the nannl or social world. the desire to better the bwnan 
CODdition, and a feeling of awe, whether religious or secular, at discerning the 
worlcingsofnanire. 

Anodlcr important motivating force in science is a desire for recognition by 
one's peen. One of the greatest rewards scientists can experience is to have 
their work acknowledged and praised by other scientists and incorporated into 
their colleagues• research. Sometimes the quest for personal credit can become 
counterproductive, as when time, energy, or even friendships are lost to priority 
disputes or ad hominem polemics. But a strong personal aaachment to an idea 
is not nec:essarily a liability. It can even be essential in dealing with the great 
effort and frequent disappointments associated with scientific research. 
In science, the fim person or group to publish a result gm:::rally gets the 

lion's share of credit for it, even if another group that bas been woricing on the 
problem much longer publishes the same result just a liale lau:r. (Acrually, 
priority is dated from when a scientific jouma! receives a manusaip<.) Once 
published, scientific results become the public propeny of the research commu-
nity, but their use by other scientists requires that the original discoverer be 
recognized. Only when results have become common knowledge are scientists 
free to use them without aanbution. 
In deciding when to make a result public, a scientist weighs several compet-

ing f.actors. If a result is kept private, researchers can continue to chc:clc its 
acancy and use it to further their research. But researchers who refrain from 
publishing risk losing credit to someone else who publishes fust. When 
considerations such as public acclaim or patent rights are added to the mix, 
decisions about when to publish can be difficult. 
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. THE·HISI'ORICAL-ORIGINS:OF.J>RIORl'IY-.,:._ .. 0 .,. > · ·.- . 
~' . , c,f~;-··vieittiti,;"': .. J'·•.:-~~;....,ii•li~~z~d!~, .. ~ . the . ..· .. . .. .. •' , 
years~m>dem~~Even~~~c~~t&tZ:~~~Wh~fopm1:::-; 
a desire ID la:ep wcxksecret SO dm.odm would D0t claim itu·ibcir ~-Scieimsts c:,f~.ri~h:ti;.i;'~~t: 
Newton, were loadJe to convey news of their disa>veries .to sdentiflc societies for fear that Someoue'~ ;,iwiild ciajnj"71J: 
priarity,afear~was~yrealized. ' ::: . .. r· >" :: .·:;r •. .-: : ; :i<":.~.-i;i :,l'i~~~-i - t{; 

To ensure pnority, many scientists, inchu:ling Galilco,Huygem, andJllewton,.resorted to ~mipms:~ , :: 
describing their disaMries dm they would then mm known to others . . For instance, the law "niass timd ~on .: 
equals fon:e" could be disguised as '"a rem:xc, facile question scares clains" (though N~ would ha~-~ his ,: 
anagrams in Latin). Lar.er, if someone else came up .with the same discovery, tbc original ~-~:.~fe · : .. 
the anagram ID establish priority. . . · . . · . : : .·. . . . : :·~·;>' / ;Y:·.t\T:-;r/ .. ~: -:·~,- ·· 

lbe solution to tbc poblem of making new discoveries public while assuring their authors cm1it was.waml out by ·,•' 
Henry Oldeohurg. the seamry of the Royal Society of London. He won over scientists by guaranmeing l3pid pi.blica-:. 
tion in the Philosophical Tnnsactioas of the society as well as the·official support of the society m case the author's -.;.:~ 
priority was brought inro question. Thus, it was originally tho need to ensure open comnnmicatii,n in scic:nci: dm gave 
rise to the c:omention that the first to publish a view or a finding, not the first to dlscover it, gets credit for the discovery. 
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